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ABSTRACT  

With the advent of curvilinear mask enabled by multi-beam mask writing [1] and curvilinear ILT [2], full reticle curvilinear 

mask processing is emerging as one of the new challenges in electronic design automation and specially in the mask data 

preparation (MDP) domain. Whether for 193i or for EUV, curvilinear masks provide superior wafer results from larger 

process windows. Although the curvilinear photomask designs can provide an excellent opportunity to improve mask 

process window [3,4] compared to traditional Manhattan designs, they put a strain on the MDP data path [5] due to the 

increasing complexity of data representation. The mask industry is tackling this issue using a Bezier and B-spline based 

“Multigon” format [6] to replace the traditional piecewise linear polygon-based formats. Pixel-based computing and 

consequently a representation of curves that is aware of the mask writer pixel size [7] can further assuage the problems of 

data path and computational overhead in using curvilinear photomasks. 

This paper demonstrates the inherent advantages of pixel-based computing for curvilinear photomasks, when using a GPU-

based platform, through comprehensive analysis and empirical evidence. GPU acceleration has played a very important 

role in making the full chip curvilinear mask correction for shapes represented using piecewise linear polygons [8]. Since 

CPU-based algorithms perform better with piecewise linear polygons, this approach to GPU acceleration is necessary and 

important to the industry [9].   By taking a different approach that assumes the presence of GPUs in a compute node, 

however, pixel-based computations are enabled, taking advantage of the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) nature 

of GPUs. This paper studies the advantages of using GPU acceleration for pixel-based computing in various mask 

processing and verification steps. The paper highlights the natural runtime predictability of pixel-based computing, which 

is in the order of number of pixels, or O(p), irrespective of the complexity of the mask shapes. The paper also emphasizes 

that pixel dose equivalence and information theory [7] provide a mathematical basis for the practical accuracy of pixel-

based approach towards MDP.  

Pixel-based computing has been the backbone of various fields in computer science and computer-aided design (CAD) 

tools. However, it is still a relatively unexplored computational paradigm for the photomask industry, especially in the 

mask verification and processing steps. GPU performance scales by bit-width rather than by clock speed.  The continued 

scaling of GPU processing speed has enabled the shift in perspective towards GPU-based computing [10]. This paper 

concludes that the O(p) approach for GPU acceleration enables accurate and practical data processing for curvy masks 

governed by information theory, as we leap into an increasingly complex curvy world.  

Keywords: Photomask, GPU, Curvilinear Masks, Information Theory, Pixel Based Computing, Mask Data Preparation, 

Mask Process Correction, Mask Verification. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION: TRANSITION TO CURVY MASKS 

The progression of technology nodes with Moore’s Law has been a big challenge for the semiconductor industry. Since 

the critical dimensions in technology nodes have reached beyond the wavelength of light used in the lithography, we need 

Optical Proximity Correction (OPC), creating complex photomasks, to ensure that designs print as intended on wafer. 

Initial OPC methodologies were rule based, but as the technology nodes progressed further, a paradigm shift in OPC 

methodology was required to get better pattern fidelity. This was provided by Inverse Lithography Technology (ILT) 

which led to the emergence of curvilinear masks. 
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1.1 Curvilinear masks are more manufacturable 

 

Figure 1. (a) Oval DRAM array mask data. (b) Mask SEM of oval DRAM array. (c) Rectangular DRAM array mask data. (d) Mask 

SEM of rectangular DRAM array. (e) Wafer CD variation across different nominal wafer CDs. 

Study [11] by Micron shows oval shown in figure 1 performs comparison between rectangular DRAM Array Figure 1(c) 

and oval shaped DRAM array Figure 1(a). The corresponding mask SEM images, i.e. Figure 1(d) and Figure 1(b) 

respectively, show that oval masks data produces visually more consistent shapes compared to rectangular mask data. 

Figure 1(e) show there is less variance in wafer CD uniformity for oval masks compared to rectangular masks. 

 

Study [12] by Intel a shown in Figure 2 does a comparison between conventional OPC and curvilinear OPC. The mask 

CDU distribution chart shows a much smaller variance for curvilinear OPC compared to conventional OPC. Thus, it can 

be concluded that curvilinear masks are more manufacturable based on actual mask write data from these studies. 

 

Figure 2. Mask EPE variance (1σ) for identical features. 
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1.2 Multi-beam writers enable writing curvy masks 

Multi-beam mask writers write using pixels. As shown in figure 3, an input shape like a circle will first be rasterized into 

pixels. These pixels will have a value that is equivalent to the percentage of pixel covered by the shape as shown by the 

grayscale image in Figure 3. Here white represent 100% coverage and black represents 0% coverage. The exposure time 

of time of the multi-beam writer at a given locations, also known as dose, is governed by the rasterized gray-scale value. 

 

 

Thus, any curvy shape can be rasterized and written on mask based on the dose governed by the pixel value. 

1.3 Curvilinear data representation mitigates data path bottlenecks 

Representing curvy shapes is challenging if we continue using traditional piecewise linear formats. The paper [7] talks 

about how using a curve format provide us similar information content with less data if we us a pixel-based computing 

aware piecewise curvy format. As shown in Figure 4, the red piecewise linear representation requires a lot of vertices to 

represent the curve. On the other hand, the dark blue piecewise curvy data, which can be based on Bezier or B-splines, can 

represent the same curve using much less control points. As long as they rasterize to the same dose values, they can be 

called pixel dose equivalent and thus they will produce the same mask written by the multi-beam mask writers. 

 

Figure 4. Pixel dose equivalence between piecewise linear and piecewise curvy data representation 

Thus, pixel-based computing allows multibeam mask writers to write any mask and pixel dose equivalence allows limiting 

the data necessary to faithfully represent the desired mask. 

 

2. PIXEL-BASED COMPUTING FOR CURVY MASKS PROCESSING 

Mask writers write curvy masks using pixels. However, pixel-based computing can also be used in other mask processing 

steps. This enables mask processing for any curvy shape that can be sampled into pixels while satisfying the Nyquist-

Shannon Sampling Theorem. 

Figure 3. Rasterization by Multi-beam writers to write the curvy mask 
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2.1 Information theory in pixel domain mask processing 

The paper [7] talks about how the intuition behind Nyquist criteria in pixel domain can be seen from grid alignment. In 

fact, if the input mask shape is sampled into pixels with sufficient resolution, the resulting shapes on masks are always 

preserved. This can be proved with the example in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) represents a curvy shape (i.e., oval) at grid 

alignments. Even though the ovals produce completely different sets of pixels after rasterizations, as shown in Figure 5(b), 

they produce similar shapes after simulation, as shown in Figure 5(c). This implies that as long as the data is sampled with 

sufficient sampling rate, it would faithfully represent the unique information in the desired curvy shape, after mask 

processing, across different pixel grid alignment. 

 

Figure 5. (a) Ovals at different grid alignments. (b) Pixels generated by rasterizing the ovals. (c) Simulation of the rasterized ovals 

showing equivalent simulated contours. 

2.2 Mask rules for pixel-based mask processing  

Mask writing process has certain limitations. Each generation of multi-beam mask writers have their own pixel size that 

governs the smallest feature representable using Nyquist criteria purely based on data representation and information 

theory. In addition to this, the printability of a feature is also governed by the physics and chemistry involved in the mask 

making processes like develop, etch, etc. A common methodology to estimate printability of a feature is to use a physical 
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model that can have multiple gaussians and calibrating it using some test patterns. This calibrated model is then used to 

simulate the mask shapes to verify printability. 

Figure 6(a) shows a simple gaussian model simulation on test patterns of varying sizes. Here it can be seen that some of 

the shapes are missing in the simulation contour. This is an indication to the fact that the smaller shapes were beyond the 

limit of what is printable. In fact, such shapes are considered a Mask Rule Check (MRC) violation. Curvy shapes may 

require different set of MRC [13]. Figure 6(b) shows the dose-margin calculated based on the model for the shapes in 

Figure 6(a). Here dose margin can be defined as the slope of the simulated doses at a given point of interest. It can be 

computed at any point, but it is only interesting to know the dose slope near the threshold amount defining the simulated 

contour. So, Figure 6(b) is only showing dose-margin near the threshold dose amounts. Steeper dose-slope are considered 

good since a steeper slope means that a larger dose variation is required for unit change in the edge placement of simulated 

contour. In general, a region of feature with bad dose-margin is not reliably manufacturable as the mask shapes vary more 

with small changes in dose value. The manufacturable curves are band-limited as the mask processes act like a low-pass 

filter. Therefore, in order to ensure reliable manufacturing of mask features, we need to look at MRC violations like width, 

spacing and area violations. A band-limited shape is more likely satisfy MRC rules, and thus is more reliably 

manufacturable. 

 

Figure 6. (a) Input test mask contour and corresponding simulated contour. (b) Simulation based dose-margin check and MRC checks 

2.3 GPUs accelerated O(p) computing 

Mask processing in pixel domain is relatively niche technique in MDP softwares. Legacy mask data formats were mostly 

Manhattan, which does allow fast edge-based processing algorithms that can efficiently run on CPUs. However, with the 

advent of curvy masks, the legacy algorithms require modifications and they pose huge computing challenges. The 

runtimes of such algorithms are typically proportional to number of edges which can be represented as O(E) in big O 

notations. Pixel-based computing puts an upper bound on the runtime since the algorithm runtimes are proportional to 

number of pixels or O(p) in big O notations. Since the number of pixels covering the entire mask data is fixed for a given 

pixel size, the runtime is very predictable.  

O(p) may still be slower than O(E) if we purely talk about solving using a single threaded system. So, it may appear that 

pixel-based computing is eventually going to be slower, especially for sparse data. This constraint can be resolved using 

GPUs instead of CPUs. As shown in Figure7, CPUs are designed for single instruction single data (SISD) applications, 

while GPUs are designed for single instruction multiple data (SIMD) applications [14]. GPUs are uniquely suitable for 

Pixel domain calculations due to the SIMD nature of pixel-based computing. GPUs have orders of magnitude more threads 

that can works in parallel as shown in Figure 7(b). The recently released H100 GPU has 16,896 cores [15] that allows 

massive parallelism. Most pixel algorithms involve performing the same operation on all the pixels. Thus, they can take 
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full advantage of GPUs threads. This may not be true for the O(E) algorithms. The edge-based algorithms tend to be more 

SISD than SIMD and thus can run efficiently with CPUs. Thus, GPUs accelerated O(p) computing enables fast and 

efficient pixel-based mask processing. 

 

Figure 7. (a) SISD representation of CPU threads. (b) SIMD representation of GPU threads 

3. CASE STUDY: SMOOTH SHAPES ARE MORE MANUFACTURABLE 

The lithography process acts like a low-pass filter which tend to block all high frequency components in the mask data. 

This means that any data in photomasks that has a frequency higher than Nyquist Rate would not appear on the wafer. The 

Rayleigh Criteria [16][17] dictates the natural sampling resolution of the lithography process (SRlitho) is a function of the 

process constant (𝑘1), wavelength (λ) and numerical aperture (NA) as shown in equation (1). 

𝑆𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜 = 𝑘1

𝜆

𝑁𝐴
 

                                                                                            (1) 

Hence, effective Nyquist Rate (NRlitho) can be computed using equation (1) to get the following equation (2) 

𝑁𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜 =
2

𝑆𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜

=
2 𝑁𝐴

𝑘1𝜆
 

                                                                               (2) 

Figure 8 shows 2 different masks that would create the similar wafer as seen by the wafer simulated shape. This is indeed 

due to the low-pass filter impose by the lithography process. We can call both the masks shown in Figure 8 as equivalent 

nominal mask contours as that produce similar nominal wafer contours. Thus, band-limited curves are generally smooth 

and non-smooth curves will only pass band-limited information based on Nyquist limit. 

 

Figure 8. Equivalent nominal mask contours producing same simulated nominal wafer contour 
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3.1 Manhattanized Shapes Vs Smooth Shapes 

The photomasks that are written using variable shaped beam (VSB) mask writers [18] require special considerations. 

Since, the write time of VSB writers is dependent on number of shots and since the VSB writers can only allow rectangular 

beams, the MDP softwares would produce Manhattanized mask data even for simple diagonal shapes as shown in Figure 

9(a). With the advent of multi-beam mask writers, it is possible to write smoother shapes like Figure 9(b) without the need 

to Manhattanize the mask data. This allow reducing unnecessary complexity in the mask representation and MDP. 

 

Figure 9. (a) Manhattan diagonal (b) Smooth diagonal 

3.2 Mask process variation band (MPVB) is better for smooth shapes 

Analyzing the mask data to predict the effect of mask process variation is important. This can be done through real test 

writes where the same mask shape can be written at various regions of the photomask and analyzed using scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) imaging and metrology. However, this methodology is time consuming and expensive. A model-based 

simulation can also be used to predict how the mask would appear physically after all the mask processes like develop, 

etch, etc. A mask process variation band (MPVB) can then be computed to predict the mask reliability. Here MPVB is 

defined as the process variation band due to 10% variation in dose but seen after full mask simulation which includes 

eBeam resist blur and etching models. The MPVB is measured in nanometers (nm) and smaller the magnitude of MPVB, 

the better it is. As shown in Figure 10, the MPVB is wider (4.8 nm) for Manhattan diagonal test while it is narrower 

(3.4nm) for smooth diagonals. 

 

Figure 10.  (a) MPVB measurement for Manhattan diagonal. (b) MPVB measurement for smooth diagonal 
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3.3 Mask error enhancement factor (MEEF) is better for smooth shapes 

The impact of mask process variation on the wafer is also an important metric to measure. There have been many studies 

[4][19][20] that look into mask error enhancement factor (MEEF) to measure the amplification of mask error on the wafer. 

We can use equation (3) to measure MEEF 

𝑀𝐸𝐸𝐹 =
∆𝐶𝐷𝑊𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑟

(∆𝐶𝐷𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝐹⁄ )
 

                                                                                   (3) 

Where, ∆𝐶𝐷𝑊𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑟  is the amount of variation of the shape’s critical dimension (CD) on wafer, ∆𝐶𝐷𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑘  is the amount of 

variation of the shape’s CD on photomask and 𝐹 is the optical imaging reduction factor which is typically 4. 

Numerically, a higher MEEF means that small errors on mask get amplified to larger errors on wafers. Thus, it is desirable 

to have a numerically smaller number for MEEF. Figure 11 shows the comparison of MEEF between the Manhattan 

diagonal and smooth diagonal. The MEEF is also compared near the line-end region and the mid-edge region. It can be 

observed that the MEEF is better for smooth diagonals compared to Manhattan diagonals. It can also be seen that the 

MEEF at mid-edge region is better than line-end region. 

 

Figure 11. (a) MEEF measurement for Manhattan diagonals. (b) MEEF measurement for smooth diagonal 

In fact, MEEF depends on the shape’s perimeter & area. Mid-edge sees more local area compare to line-end so a unit of 

change in mask edge placement causes less change in area. This leads to less MEEF. Smooth diagonals have less perimeter 

which means that a unit change in edge placement contributes to less area change compared to Manhattan diagonals, thus 

resulting in less MEEF. So, we can say, MEEF is directly proportional to local perimeter (𝑃𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙) and inversely proportional 

to local area (𝐴𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙) as shown in equation (4).  

𝑀𝐸𝐸𝐹 ∝  
𝑃𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙

𝐴𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙

 

                                                                      (4) 

Band-limited shapes provide better MEEF as they tend to have less perimeter for given area. Therefore, it is desirable to 

use a bandlimited shape like the smooth diagonal instead of the Manhattan diagonals to get better MEEF. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

 

Figure 12. Pixel Based Curvy ILT Flow 

Curvy design is enabled by pixel-based ILT. As shown in figure 12, curvy target design representing a circle can generated 

on wafer using curvy ILT masks using pixel based ILT computation. On the other hand, curvy mask like Figure 13(a) is 

enabled by multi-beam writer (Figure 13(b)) and O(p) computing. O(p) computing is enabled by GPU acceleration as 

pixel algorithms are more efficient on GPUs compared to CPUs due to the SIMD nature of massively parallel GPU threads 

(Figure 13(c)). This helps improve the throughput and total turnaround time for MDP. Apart from the runtime advantages, 

the cases study from section 3 also proves that if we can start from curvy designs, then with help of Pixel-Based ILT 

enabled by multi-beam writers and O(p) computing, we can manufacture more reliable masks and good quality wafers. 

 

Figure 13. (a) Pixel based ILT Mask. (b) Multi-beam mask writer. (c) GPU with massively parallel computations 
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